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ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY:

1. ENVIRONMENT/ECONOMY/JOBS

2. GOVERNMENT

3. SCHOOLS/EDUCATION

4. MEDICAL/HEALTH/DRINKING/DRUGS

5. SAFETY/CRIME/TERRORISM



The following programs demonstrate some of the programs that W17CI aired in the past quarter to 
address specific issues in the communities we serve. It is by no means a comprehensive list.

PROGRAM:

Cold Case Files 
ISSUE ADDRESSED:

MEDICAL/HEALTH/DRINKING/DRUGS

SAFETY/CRIME/TERRORISM

Cold Case Files is not just a show about solving crimes and getting the bad guy. It's about dedication 
from police and detectives. The never give up theory of the many who want justice for the dead and 
peace to those who have families who are left behind with so many unanswered questions. Many of the 
detectives go up and beyond what is expected of them to solve a case. Sadly many of the cases go cold. 
Especially some older case's where modern day technology wasn't available. But the never give up 
attitude bring many of these case back to life as we become more advanced in our ability to solve 
crimes through forensics. Because of the hard work from these people, even if it takes 20 years, 
families finally get answers to questions that lay in the back of their minds and haunt them. Cold Case 
Files is not a drama or fictional show. It shows stories of real people and real cases. Some have finality 
to them and some still lay cold 

Airdates: 12 Midnight Tuesday – Saturday throughout the Quarter.

ISSUE:

ENVIRONMENT

People in our coverage area of New Hampshire and Vermont and some of the most environmentally in 
touch in the whole country. 

Program 



Eco Company

Times: 8 am

Dates:

July 4, 11, 18, 25, August 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, September 5, 12, 19, 26, 2013

Description:

What does it mean to "go green" as a teen? More and more young people want to know the answer to 
that question. Now there's Eco Company, a national TV show on a quest to find answers. Eco Company 
is hosted by a dynamic group of teens who combine their natural curiosity with their enthusiasm to 
preserve the planet they will inherit.

Every week Eco Company explores all aspects of being green and understanding how we impact our 
world. From reporting on the latest technologies in energy, recycling, conservation and organics to 
sharing the stories of young people making a positive impact on the environment. In addition every 
week Eco Company provides a practical tip that teens and people of all ages can use in their daily lives. 
Eco Company is designed to be an interactive program from finding out what's on the mind of all teens 
by talking to them wherever we find them to providing a forum on this website for teens to share their 
own videos about going green 

The E-Co Team reports on the latest developments in renewable energies and alternative fuels. They 
explore organic processes and learn how conservation and recycling can have an impact on reducing 
our carbon footprint.

Most of all, Eco Company profiles individual teens and organizations who are making a difference. 
These inspirational stories showcase teens who have made a commitment to being green and to having 
an impact on their schools, in their communities, in their homes and in their personal lives. Often their 
impact goes beyond their own communities. That is what Eco Company is all about. In addition, this 
website gives teens throughout the U.S. and around the world the opportunity to share their stories by 



uploading their own videos.

Eco Company also provides Eco-Wise tips that provide practical ways in which teens and people of all 
ages can contribute to a sustainable planet. Finally, Eco Company gives teens, wherever we find them, 
the opportunity to sound off about being green. So join The Company by uploading your own video, by 
watching the show on your local TV station, and by making a difference in your own life.

July 11 – 8 am

This episode is all about inspiring teens doing amazing thigs. First up Southern California teen Jordan 
Howard kept asking why they were learning about global warming in her high school classes. She 
didn't think it was important, she couldn't relate to it and she thought it was for hippies. Then she 
learned that she could personally make a difference and that everyone can make a difference. Now she's 
a keynote speaker, a book editor, a video producer and director, developer of Rise Above Plastics for 
Teens and a board member for several environmental organizations. It was an amazing about face for 
this inspiring teen.

We all know what it means to live "large." But in our second story Brendan finds one teen aspiring to 
live SMALL! And he's doing something about it. He's building his own "mini house." It's about 130 
square feet and sits on a trailer...so he can take it with him! It's a home that minimizes the resident's 
footprint on the planet in both square footage and carbon output.

Re-energizing his school's recycling program, relentlessly pursuing solar panels for his high school, 
serving on his city's Environmental Sustainability Task Force and acting as co-director of an 
environmental non-profit was simply normal activity for our next profile. Yes, Jason Bade wasn't your 
average high school student. He's a guy of action who doesn't take no for an answer...and has left quite 
a legacy at his high school. Eco Company catches up with him to find out how he does it all.

August 15 8 am

Eco Company visits the Monterey Bay Aquarium known throughout the world for it's conservation 
efforts. With over 35,000 plants and animals , the exhibits inspire us to preserve our oceans. First we 
take a look at some of the exhibits through the eyes of special tour guides, teen volunteers whose 
messages are music to our ears. Jordan tags along on a tour.

Then Brendan meets up with another group of young eco warriors. This group is tackling coastal 
wetlands. These teens are learning how they can make a difference by restoring a coastland area for 
native plants and wildlife. Brendan puts on the gloves to see what they were doing.



Back on Monterey Bay, Jessica finds yet another group of eco heroes. These girls are participating in 
the Monterey Bay Aquarium's Young Women In Science program. They get their sea legs and head out 
on the Monterey Bay, home to more than 30 species of marine mammals. But there is danger in these 
waters in the form of trash. This group is tracking it down. Jessica put on her life jacket to join them 
and see what it is all about.

One of things Eco Company has learned is what we do on land has a dramatic effect on our oceans and 
seas. So Adam went looking for cleanest, most environmentally-friendly car of the future. In 
Sacramento, CA, he found the California Fuel Cell Partnership, a group of car manufacturers who have 
come together to create just that. They're developing Fuel Cell cars that run on hydrogen and the cars 
are a reality. Adam got to take one for a test drive. Take a look and see what you might be driving in 8-
10 years.

August 22 8 am

Eco Company visits the campus of Santa Clara University where a team of students are participating in 
a bi-annual competition called the Solar Decathlon. They must design and build the greenest, most 
energy efficient house to win the competition. They build it, then dismantle it and take it to the Capital 
Mall in Washington, D.C. to be judged. Adam gets a tour of the home they are building. It's possibly a 
preview of homes of the future.

Speaking of the future, Jessica gets a large dose of it when she visits Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory in Livermore, CA. They are building the world's largest laser...actually 192 lasers that 
multiply and combine into a very powerful laser that creates nuclear fusion to reproduce the same kind 
of energy process that happens on the sun and stars. It's 100% clean energy and produces no reactive 
waste. It could be a primary source of energy in the future? This story has a big WOW factor!

Then Jordan leaves land behind as she climbs on board a boat on a mission to the Farallones National 
Marine Sanctuary off the coast of California. The trip has the special purpose of returning seven sea 
lions to the ocean in a protected place where they will find a lot of friends. But the trip also provides 
the opportunity to do some whale watching and to listen to underwater noise pollution created by large 
vessels traveling too fast.

Finally, Brendan catches up with a teen who is on a special mission of her own. Laura Webber is 
spearheading a drive to plant 1 million trees. Of course she is not doing it alone. She has enlisted 
members of 4-H clubs who are helping out! Brendan gets into the action and finds out that there is 
definitely more to gain than the simple satisfaction of getting the job done.

August 22 8 am

Many of our favorite sports teams are keeping up with the green revolution. One team in particular is 
leading the way...The World Series Champion San Francisco Giants. We visited the Giants to see what 
they are doing and learned they have a "Green Team" that works to keep the park green from the 
concession stands, to watering the field, to recycling and transportation! Jordan got the inside scoop on 
what they are doing and how they are doing it.

Next, converting the sun’s power to electricity is not a new concept. Solar power has proven to be an 
effective form of clean energy. But Eco Company found a company that wants to do it a bit differently. 
They use 8 foot balloons to capture the sun's energy!! They look just like BIG Mylar party balloons. 
Brendan goes to check them out!



Then we head out to the new Brower Center in Berkley, CA, named after pioneering environmentalist 
and former Executive Director of the Sierra Club David Brower. Adam gets the tour inside and out and 
learns that this new structure is setting the standard for green building in every detail…even down to 
the hand dryers in the bathrooms!

Finally, Jessica catches up with an inspirational teen from Ventura, CA, who has been an eco crusader 
since he was 12. From starting his own environmental non-profit organization to becoming the 
youngest presenter trained by Al Gore’s Climate Project, this high school sophomore isn’t taking 
climate change sitting down! Alec Loorz is now busy giving climate change presentations, taking his 
case to lawmakers, and writing a new Declaration of Independence…declaring our independence from 
fossil fuels and the influence of the fossil fuel industry. He says the future is in the hands of youth.

August 29 – 8 am

Eco Company visits a school that is doing everything to be sustainable. From their greenhouse and 
organic garden, to their energy monitoring systems and the new LEED Gold awarded science building 
with a living roof, this school is getting it right. 

Speaking of green building, we decided to visit a green building expo to see what’s on the horizon for 
green building construction and remodeling. Brendan walks the floor and finds solar tiles that blend 
into the roof, straw bales for building, rain water collectors to reduce consumption in landscaping and 
wood from sustainable forests. You’ll find out what that means!

Then we catch up with two Northern California High School students who have created their own line 
of eco-friendly clothing. Josy and Aza started Leftover Green Beans a few years ago when asked to 
create a few dresses for a green New York fashion show. Since then they have continued to design 
creative fashions from vintage cloth and accessories often found at flea markets, organic fabrics and 
crochet made by Aza’s grandmother. 

Finally we visit a high school class that encourages students to get into green careers by giving them 
hands on experience with things like solar energy. On this day they were making model structures from 
cardboard that were powered by miniature solar panels. Nothing like seeing how it works first hand to 
inspire future careers!

Sept 5 – 8 am

SURF’S UP on Eco Company!! Surfing is very popular along the West Coast. But have you ever 
thought about the materials used in making surfboards? Jessica finds one guy who not only gave it 
some thought, he's making surfboards with non-toxic and sustainable materials. She catches up with 
him in his shop…and on the waves!

Then, the Greenest School in America! They won that title in a national competition. As you can 
imagine Irvington High School in Fremont, CA, is doing a lot to be green. On this day, the school’s 
environmental club “The Green Team” is conducting a trash audit. They're going through several days 
worth of school trash by putting on gloves and separating everything piece by piece . In the end, the 
process helps them decide where to put emphasis to improve their systems.

Then Brendan travels to the University of California at Davis to visit a wind energy lab. There 
researchers and students are working to improve the efficiency of wind turbines. They study how wind 
travels over the blades in a high speed wind tunnel!



Finally we take a look at a non-profit agency that is providing urban youth 18 years and up with special 
job training to help them join the green work force! These young adults are getting experience on the 
job installing solar panels on residential roofs. But the students gain more than just hands on 
experience. Gaining a brighter outlook on the future!

Sept 19 – 8 a

Eco Company travels with The Big Green Bus! It's a Dartmouth University project run entirely by 
students. Dartmouth is located within our DMA. The group travels over 12,000 across the country in 
the bus every summer spreading their message of sustainability...and we catch up with them as they 
travel through Northern California! The students are a diverse group hailing from all around the 
country and each with a personal view of sustainability.

Brendan and Jessica get a personal tour of the bus and all of its sustainable attributes! First and 
foremost is the fuel system. The bus can run on biodiesel...or raw vegetable oil! It has a sophisticated 
filtering system that allows them to stop at restaurants along their route and collect used cooking oil for 
their fuel. The bus also has a sustainable living space that starts with the solar panel on the roof that 
provides electricity for everything except the buses headlights!

Eco Company is along for the ride as they make a stop at a kids summer camp in Oakland. The excited 
kids get the full tour and learn about vegetable oil as fuel, waste and composting, sources of energy and 
food. The Big Green Bus crew love talking to kids and the kids have a great time and go home with a 
wonderful lesson in sustainability.

The main theme of this summer's tour is sustainability and bringing communities together to make a 
difference. So one of their stops is at City Slicker Farms, an inner city farm that grows herbs and 
produce for the immediate community in an area that otherwise might be know as a food desert. On 
this day, the crew volunteers to mix and stir the compost pile, pound in support stakes, set watering 
schedules and pick produce ripe for the community. A very satisfying day all around.



ISSUE:

ECONOMY/JOBS
GOVERNMENT
SCHOOLS/EDUCATION

Program:



BTV- Business Television

Airdates
Thursdays at 6:30pm

1. July 4, 11, 18, 25, August 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, September 5,12, 19, 26, 2013

For over a decade, BTV – Business Television has profiled emerging publicly traded 
companies in all sectors with top industry analysts across Canada and the USA. 
With Host Taylor Thoen, this 30 minute weekly national business show features 
companies at their location, interviews the company’s key executives, 
showcases their products and services, and unveils their plans for future 
growth.  BTV combines a journalistic slant with the proven story-telling 
techniques used in successful information shows such as ABC’s Primetime and 
CNBC’s Power Lunch. The result highlights your company to a targeted investor 
audience looking for savvy stocks and investing advice. 

ISSUE:
MEDICAL/HEALTH/DRINKING/DRUGS

SAFETY/CRIME/TERRORISM

Program:

http://www.bnn.ca/Personalities/Taylor-Thoen.aspx


Cold Squad

Cold Squad is a one hour police crime-drama about a team of Vancouver police officers in charge of 
investigating and solving cases that have been in the "cold" file for a while, cases where the police gave 
up on them because there were no leads.

Airdates:
1a Monday through Saturday for the entire Quarter
July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, August 6, 13, 20, 27, September 3, 10, 17, 24 2013

Description:

Through re-enactments of high profile cases involving the FBI, the show reveals 
how agents solve these crimes behind the scene. The show producers work with 
FBI special agents and examiners in high tech crime labs to portrait each case 
accurately. You will learn how the FBI protects the lives of Americans and brings 
the most notorious criminals to justice. The FBI was originally established to 
address crime that covered cities, counties, and spread across state lines. The 
country needed a federal law-enforcement entity to do those investigations. And 
over the years, as the country has grown and as the world, by the same token, 
has grown smaller, the FBI’s mission has changed to meet the various threats. 
The show is hosted by James Kallstrom, the former director in charge of the 
FBI's New York office. 


